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In a letter copied to area media, local officials said the full impact of the wind projects

cannot be known, given the size of the turbines and the scope of the proposals.

“What is happening now is that the waters off the coast of New Jersey are being

utilized to advance a massive experiment with little understanding or concern for the

many, potentially catastrophic, impacts the installation of these industrial power

generating facilities will have,” the letter reads.

Cape May County officials were heavily represented among the names.

Also signing were Mayor Jay Gillian of Ocean City, Mayor Patrick Rosenello of North

Wildwood, Mayor Judy Davies-Dunhour of Stone Harbor, Mayor Don Cabrera of

Wildwood Crest, Mayor Bill Pikolycky of Woodbine, Mayor Tim Donohue of Middle

Township, Mayor Zeth Matalucci of Dennis Township, Mayor John McCorriston of

Avalon, Mayor Frank Sippel of Lower Township, Mayor Vince Sera of Brigantine,

Mayor Darren Matik of Linwood, Mayor Michael Collins of Margate, Mayor Lance

Landgraf of Ventnor and several others.
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Much of the discussions of wind power over the past year has centered on the

potential impact on marine mammals. While federal experts have said there was no

evidence of harm to whales or other mammals, many wind power critics saw a string

of beached whales over the winter as confirmation of their concerns.

The letter focused on economics.

“While there are myriad serious concerns, as you noted, one of New Jersey’s largest

economic drivers is tourism,” the letter reads. “The Ocean Wind One/Two and

Atlantic Shores offshore wind projects seek to place hundreds of thousand foot tall

towers and turbines off the beaches of Atlantic and Cape May Counties. Atlantic

County generates over $7.7 billion in tourism-related revenue annually with the state

realizing over $800 million in tax revenue. Cape May County generates over $7.4

billion in Tourism-related revenue annually with the state realizing over $600 million

in tax revenue.”

The potential economic impact could be widespread, and that impact has not been

properly studied, the letter continues.
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